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The skies the limit in this action packed, airborne, dogfight
simulation. All alone, you're surrounded by enemy fighters,
dodge behind a cloud and come out shooting! You'll be passed
by paratroopers and tri-fighter forces. Destroy 'em all, and don't
spare the ammo. This is a life and death struggle with only one
victor!!!
The battle takes place in the airt The enemy attacks with
everything they've got, airplanes, helicopters, hot air balloons,
prartroopers and magnetic air mines.
COMPUTER SHACKS second Color game promises to be
another winner! With its own voice (A real talker!!) and sound, 1
COLOR FURY has the action and all out fun that you've come to
expect from the industries leading TRS-80 software publisher.
Color Computer Version 16K/32K

COMPUTER SHACK
1691 Eason, Pontiac, Michigan 48054
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COMPUTER SHACK

THE GAM
You're the sole defender of your homeland, a little South
American county. All of a sudden, the Communist have moved in.
Being loyal to democracy and the American way, you must take
hold of the RED threat until CIA backups can arrive.
The battle takes place in the air! The enemy attacks with
everything they've got, airplanes, helicopters, hot air balloons
and magnetic air mines.

DISK

1.) Insert Disk into the drive.
2.) Type RUN "FURY''
NOTE FOR BOTH TAPE AND DISK USERS:

The airplanes should be red - if they are not press the reset
button until they turn red (looks better).

IT TALKS!!
make sure your sound is turned up all the way!! This is the FIRST
talking game ever made for the Color Computer. Another first in
Computer Shacks long line of firsts.

SCORING:
100 points for shooting down an airplane (bonus ship for each
20 enemy airplanes shot down), 100 points for shooting down a
helicopter, 2000 for a hot air balloon, and 1000 for ramming a
parachute (you cannot shoot parachutes).

ADVANCING:
The game gets harder ... After you reach 5000 points the
enemy will launch a magnetic air mine that will chase you
wherever you go. You must dodge them; escape is possible (but
highly unlikely)! At 20,000 points the enemy gets reinforcements and will launch two mines at you, at 50,000 three mines
and at 75,000 four mines will be aloft at the same time. You will
also find that at30,000 points your air cannons heat up and must
fire slower.

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS:
TAPE

1.) Insert cassette in recorder and press the play button.
2.) Type CLOADM and press the ENTER key
3.) Fury will load and run automatically
{Note: side 1 is 32k version - Side 2
is 16K version.
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